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Wheat is the cereal crop with the third largest production in the world, after rice and
maize (FAO, 2013). Climate change and disease are the main threats to wheat production (Oerke
and Dehne, 2002; Wheat CRP Annual Report, 2013). Wheat stem rust, caused by the obligate
fungal parasite Puccinia graminis f.sp. tritici, is one of the most severe diseases of wheat and can
cause 50% yield losses in a short period of time (Roelfs et al., 1992). It was a huge problem in
the beginning of the 20th century, but has been under control for more than 30 years thanks to the
eradication of the alternate host (barberry), which eliminated the chances of sexual reproduction
and genetic recombination of the pathogen, and the development of wheat resistant varieties
(Milus et al., 2010).
However, a new highly virulent race of this pathogen, called Ug99, emerged in Africa
and overcame the resistance gene Sr31, which is present in most of the wheat varieties in the
world (Pretorius et al., 2000). Originally found in Uganda, the pathogen is evolving into new
races, breaking resistance of other important genes, such as Sr24 and Sr36 (Jin et al., 2008; Jin et
al., 2009), and is spreading through Africa and towards Middle East and Asia, which are areas
where wheat production is very important. This situation demonstrates that current race-specific
genes are not effective enough in fighting against Ug99 races. Therefore, there is a need for more
durable and broad-spectrum resistance genes.
There are two types of resistance: (1) host resistance, where the entire species is
susceptible to an adapted pathogen, except for varieties that have specific resistance genes
(Heath, 2000; Mysore and Ryu, 2004), like wheat and the fungus wheat stem rust; and (2)
nonhost resistance, where the entire species is resistant to a non-adapted pathogen (Mysore and
Ryu, 2004), like Arabidopsis and the fungus that causes powdery mildew in barley. The latter
explains why most of the plants cannot be infected by most of the pathogens, because a nonadapted pathogen did not evolve to overcome all the physical, chemical and molecular barriers
imposed by the nonhost plant. Thus, finding resistance genes related to nonhost resistance may
contribute to providing more durable and broad-spectrum resistance.
Brachypodium distachyon is a model plant for temperate grasses (wheat, barley, etc.) and
a nonhost for the wheat stem rust pathogen. However some Brachypodium accessions allow
pathogen development to some extent. This is very useful, because it is possible to map nonhost
resistant genes involved in this “susceptibility” by crossing it to a resistant accession.
For this study, two Brachypodium mapping populations are available. The first one
explores the natural variation of Brachypodium germplasm, and it is composed by 154
Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs) derived from a cross of Bd21 (resistant parent) and Bd2-3
(“susceptible” parent). The second population has 126 RILs from a cross with the same resistant
parent (Bd21) and the “susceptible” mutant γAL6.2 (originated from gamma irradiation of a
Bd21 plant). Thus, the objectives of this study are: (1) to perform genetic analysis of major
Brachypodium nonhost resistance genes by infecting the plant wheat stem rust pathogen in both
populations; (2) to map these genes using Bulked Segregant Analysis and bioinformatics
approach; (3) to fine map / validate genes using DNA markers.
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